
Z1-B-RC

1975 Z1-B 900

PROJECT NAME:     Z1-B

PRICE GUIDE: £9000

This is a 1975 Z1-B. We will be finishing this in the original Blue colour to a standard original finish.

We got this off one of our customers who had too many bikes to finish off so he let us have it.

Monday 26th March:

Trev has already stripped it down to the bare essentials and i have given the frame to Vanden for powder 
coating. Steve Smethurst has got the engine main casings for cleaning and polishing.



Thursday 5th April:

Got the black bits back from Vanden today, excellent job as usaul!!



Tuesday 29th May:

While i was away on holiday the engine parts came back from Steve Smethurst, nicely polished as normal!

I had a spare hour so i started to put the bottom end of the crankcases together. We bought this bike in pieces so i was 
not too suprised to find a few odd bits missing, nothing major just the odd bolt, washer and spacers. lucky for us we have 

stripped so many of these motors now that i had everything we needed to hand.

As normal all the bottom end needs is a new cam chain, the odd tab washer, a few o`rings and a gearbox bearing set. 
Actually the bearings were ok but i have got into the habit now of replacing them anyway.

All the gears were ok and so was the selector forks. I will need to check out the clutch though because i am not sure how 
many miles this bike had actually done, the speedo says 24,000!



Thursday 31st May:

I put the rest of the crankcases together today then assembled the bottom end.





Wednesday 13th June:

I did a bit more on the motor today, fitted the kickstart, clutch and inner points covers and the oil pressure switch 
housing.







Sunday 24th June:

I had a "blitz" day on this bike today. Normal work has bogged me down a bit so i spent all day getting this 
somewhere near started!.

I got the frame onto the table and started to bolt on all the engine mounts and bits like the battery and tool 
box, then the rear chrome fender and grabrail and a pair of rear shock absorbers. All new of course.

Then i fitted a set of rear indicators amd the earth wire to go with them.

Then i got the bottom yoke and top yoke fitted and loosly fitted the front forks to them. I need to order a few 
bolts and special washers in before i can complete the fork area.

I made a list for Phil to order from Kawasaki on Monday.

Then i assembled a set of handlebars with new rubbers, switchgear, throttle cables and clutch lever assy.







I also fitted a new rear brake pedal.

 

















Thursday 28th June:

I fitted a few of the front brake parts today, the master cylinder, the two rubber brake hoses and the junction box that 
fastens to the bottom yoke. Then i fitted the seat lock catch assembly and then the inner rear fender.

I also fitted the remaining chrome bolts onto the top and bottom yokes.





I also fitted the rear swing arm after fitting new bushes and sleeves. Then i fitted the handle bars to the top 
yoke.







Tuesday 3rd July:

I assembles a set of clocks today using mostly new parts and a couple of gauges reconditioned by the "clock guru" Chris 
Rivett. Then i fitted them to the yop yoke.

I put a new set of headlamp brackets onto the forks with the relevant washers and collars and then the headlamp shell 
and new headlamp along with new front indicators..

A new wiring loom was fitted along with a new starter soleniod, fuse assy and regulater/rectifier. The all new electrics 
should take any worries of electrical breakdown out of the equation!!!













Then i fitted a new set of 12v igntion coils.

A new front fender was fitted along with the brake hose bracket.





Monday 23rd July:

I got the wheels back from the rebuilders, Steve at B+C motorcycles in Manchester on Saturday so i took them directly to 
SMD tyres and got them to fit a set of our original Dunlop Gold Seal tyres to them.

I then fitted the brake disc and the front axel and speedo gearbox.

Then i fitted the front wheel into the forks. The rear one will have to wait until i sort out the sprocket carrier and brake 
panel.

I also fitted the tail light bracket to the rear fender and then put the new blue paintwork on to see what it will look like. 
Excellent of course!!!









Wednesday 8th August

Did a bit more on the bike today, i fitted a new front caliper!! that was it!! oh, and 2 new bolts to hold it onto 
the fork leg!



  Tuesday 30th October:

Well i am back!!!!

This project has been on the back burners for a while until i finished some urgent jobs on bikes for Stafford show, but 
now i am back onto it.

I dug the motor out of storage and set about finishing it off.

I fitted the gearchange parts and the inner transmission cover to it and then fitted a set of crankcase studs before fitting 
the pistons and rings. Then i fitted the bottom cam chain guide and a base gasket and then the cylinder barrells. A new 

front cam chain guide was fitted as well.

I think i will fit the bottom end into the frame before i fit the head, its lighter this way!







Thursday 1st November:

I got the cylinder head back from "Engine Tecknic", they have replaced the valve guides and re-cut the valve 
seats for me and tidied up a few of the threads on the cam cap bolt holes.

I then fitted a set of guide seals and the valve gear to it. Then i fitted a set of cam chain tensioner sprockets 
and guides to the top of the cylinders in readiness for the head to be fitted.





***************************************************************

Wednesday 7th November:

We put the bottom end of the motor in the frame today. Then i fitted the front sprocket and the inner cover.



Then i assembled the rear wheel using new cush drive rubbers and new brake shoes and fitted it to the swing arm. Then 
a 630 x 92 link DID o`ring chain. Then the rear torque arm. I also fitted the number plate.







 



Friday 9th November:

I fitted the rear brake rod today along with the chain gaurd and the rear footrest. Then i fitted a battery and the rest of 
the wiring leads and checked out all the electrics. Everything seems ok.

Next was the starter motor and then i put the cylinder head on using new gaskets and seals of course!, i also fitted 4 new 
carb inlet rubbers.

I had already checked and replaced the shims while the head was off so i just need to fit the camshafts and do the cam 
timing now.







Saturday 10th November:

Not much done on the bike today except i fitted the new alternator to the new left side engine casing and then fitted it to 
the cases.



***************************************************************

Tuesday 13th November:

I fitted a new oil pressure switch today along with a new oil pressure switch and cover. Then i fitted the outer sprocket 
cover and the chrome starter motor cover. Then the gear change lever and the left side front footrest. Then the rear cam 

chain tensioner.





Then i fitted the cams to the head using a new set of cam shaft shells and a new set of cam cap bolts and then re-
checked the shims. Once again i needed to replace one that was tighter than i thought!!!, so much for checking them off 

the head?

Next to be fitted was a new top idler gear along with new rubbers.





Then i fitted the cam end plugs and a cam cover gasket before fitting the cam cover and 16 new chrome headed bolts. I 
decided to use the original metal plug caps on this bike so after fitting 4 new B8ES NGK plugs i fastened the caps to the 

HT leads and put them all together.

Then i fitted the tacho drive and it`s holder and then a new cable.





*****************************************************

Wednesday 13th November:

I started to fit the exhaust today. Using a new fitting kit i put the two right side pipes on.

I cant fit the carbs yet because we are out of stock of the original air box and they are not due in until early 
next week so i doubt if i will get it finished this weekend as planned!!!

Oh well, i have a million other jobs to do!!!!





Sunday 18th November:

Well the air box came in early so i was able to finish the bike off after all!

I fitted the two left side exhaust along with a few new damper rubbers and then i fitted the Carbs that Steve Smethurst 
had already re-furbished for us. Then i fitted the new air box with a set of new clamps. Then i fitted the cap, tap and 

badges to the tank and fitted it to the frame.Then a new set of mirrors and then i bled the front brake. Then A new points 
plate Assy and then the points cap.







Then i fitted a new tail piece tray and the relevant warning decals.

Then a new seat and strap. Thats it, more or less finished!!!!

 













All ready now for oil and petrol and running!!!

THE BIKE IS FINISHED NOW BUT WE NEEDED A BLUE SET OF PAINTWORK FOR ANOTHER BIKE SO WE HAVE 
NOW CHANGED IT TO A RED ONE!!



FINISHED!!!!!

WANT IT?  £9000


